
MULTILEVEL ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED COMPACTFIXED POINT PROBLEMS �C.T. KELLEYy AND E.W. SACHSzAbstract. In this paper we extend the multilevel algorithm of Atkinson and Brakhage for com-pact �xed point problems and the projected Newton method of Bertsekas to create a fast multilevelalgorithm for parabolic boundary control problems having bound constraints on the control. Wealso extend results from �nite dimension on constraint identi�cation. Our approach permits bothadaptive integration in time and inexact evaluation of the cost functional.Key words. projected Newton method, constraint identi�cation, collective compactness,parabolic optimal control problemsAMS(MOS) subject classi�cations. 45G10, 47H17, 49K20, 49M15, 65H10, 65K101. Introduction. In this paper, an expanded version of [15], we consider fastalgorithms for solution of nonlinear equations that can be expressed in the formu(t) = P(K(u))(t)(1.1)where K is a completely continuous map from L1(
) to C(
) for some bounded
 � Rn and P is the map on C(
) given byP(u)(t) = 8<: umin(t); if u(t) � umin(t),u(t); if umin(t) � u(t) � umax(t),umax(t); if u(t) � umax(t),(1.2)for given umin and umax in C(
). The particular algorithm we consider is a gener-alization and synthesis of the Atkinson-Brakhage multi-level algorithm for compact�xed point problems [3], [6], and the projected Newton method of Bertsekas [5] forbound constrained minimization problems.A paradigm for problems of the form (1.1) is the Urysohn equationK(u)(t) = Z
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ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 2be extended, and the algorithm is a direct approximation of the projected Newtonmethod and therefore quasi-Newton methods can be used to accelerate the conver-gence.We are motivated by constrained parabolic optimal control problems in one spacedimension. One such problem, a constrained version of the problem considered in[16], is to minimizef(u) = 12 Z 10 (y(u;T; x) � z(x))2 dx+ �2 Z T0 u2(t) dt;(1.4)where � > 0 is given and y(t; x) = y(u; t; x) is the solution to the nonlinear parabolicproblem yt(t; x) = yxx(t; x); 0 < x < 1; 0 < t < T;y(0; x) = y0(x); 0 < x < 1;yx(t; 0) = 0; yx(t; 1) = g(y(t; 1)) + u(t); 0 < t < T:(1.5)In this problem u is allowed to vary over the setU = fu 2 L1([0; T ]) jumin(t) � u(t) � umax(t); for a. e. t 2 [0; T ]g(1.6)and the nonlinear function g is assumed to satisfyg 2 C2(R); g0; g00 2 L1(R):(1.7)Such problems arise in metallurgy, for example [21].The gradient of f in L2([0; T ]) is(rf(u))(t) = �u(t) + d(t; 1);(1.8)where d(t; x) is the solution of the adjoint problem�dt(t; x) = dxx(t; x); 0 < x < 1; 0 < t < Td(T; x) = y(T; x) � z(x); 0 < x < 1;dx(t; 0) = 0; dx(t; 1) = g0(y(t; 1))d(t; 1); 0 < t < T:(1.9)We let K be the map that takes u into �d(t; 1)=�. It is known [20] that K iscompletely continuous from L1([0; T ]) to C([0; T ]), (and hence a completely contin-uous map on C([0; T ])), and in fact is a continuous map from Lp([0; T ]) to C([0; T ])for p > 2. Standard techniques in optimization [4] imply that a necessary conditionfor u� to be a solution of the problem given by (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6), is thatu� = P(K(u�)):In [16] we considered the unconstrained problemwith U replaced by C([0; T ]) and usedDASSL [7] to perform the integration in time. Use of such an adaptive time integratorrequired weaker smoothing assumptions than used in [10] on the maps that takediscrete versions of u into those of d. Under these relaxed smoothing assumptions weshowed how the Atkinson-Brakhage algorithm could be implemented with appropriate�nite di�erence gradients to obtain fast convergence.The purpose of this paper is to merge the work in [16] with the ideas in [5] todesign a fast algorithm for constrained optimal control problems of the type describedabove. We extend the projected Newton method to the abstract setting of constrained



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 3compact �xed point problems. We generalize the convergence results and the resultson identi�cation of the intervals on which u(t) attains its bounds. This latter resultis an extension of some of the results in [17]. Once the analysis is complete we canapply the ideas in [16] directly to the problem given by (1.4){(1.6) and produce a fastalgorithm. The algorithm here di�ers from that proposed in [16] in that numericalJacobians are not computed on coarse grids. Instead, GMRES [19] iteration is used tosolve the coarse mesh linearized problems needed by the Atkinson-Brakhage iterationand a projected form of the Newton-GMRES iteration [8] is used to solve the coarsemesh problem itself. This modi�cation, suggested for the �rst time in [12], makes theanalysis of the algorithm proposed here simpler than the one from [16]. We concludethe paper with a report on some numerical results for constrained optimal controlproblems.In the remainder of this section we briey describe the projected Newton iterationof Bertsekas and our proposed algorithm for (1.1). We do not discuss the line searchused in [5] to ensure global convergence since the focus of this paper is fast algorithmsfor local convergence. We take the position that the method from [5] is su�cient toobtain convergence from distant initial iterates on coarse meshes and that the solutionso obtained can be interpolated to provide a good initial iterate on �ner meshes.The problem considered in [5] is to minimize a function f de�ned on a box in RNUN = fu 2 RN juimin � ui � uimax; 1 � i � Ng:Here ui denotes the ith component of the vector u 2 RN and umin; umax 2 RNare given. If f is di�erentiable there is a solution u� and each solution satis�es thenecessary condition u = P(u�rf(u))(1.10)where, similarly to (1.2) for the continuous problem,(Pu)i =8<: uimin; if ui � uimin,ui; if uimin � ui � uimax,uimax; if ui � uimax.The second order su�cient condition for optimality of u� is that (1.10) holds and thatthe matrix H given by H = PA + PIr2f(u�)PI ;be positive de�nite. Here PA is the projection(PAu)i =8<: ui; if (u�)i = uimax and (rf(u�))i < 0ui; if (u�)i = uimin and (rf(u�))i > 00; otherwise.and PI = I � PA.The iteration proposed in [5] is of the formun+1 = P(un � �nH�1n rf(un))(1.11)where Hn = PA;n + PI;nr2f(un)PI;n;



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 4�n is selected by an Armijo type rule, and PA;n and PI;n are approximations to PAand PI respectively. The construction of PA;n and PI;n in [5] ensures that in theiteration PA;n = PA and �n = 1 for n su�ciently large. After the active set hasbeen identi�ed (when PA;n = PA) the iteration reduces to Newton's method on theinactive set and therefore local quadratic convergence holds. Crucial to the analysisin [5] is identi�cation of the active set after �nitely many iterations. This allows oneto reduce the analysis of the limiting behavior of the iteration to that for Newton'smethod.For problems with a continuum of constraints, such as the ones under consid-eration in this paper, identi�cation of the active set after �nitely many iterationsis unlikely. To use the ideas of [5] one must change the the algorithm to take thisinto consideration and change the analysis as well. In x 2 we introduce notation anddiscuss the assumptions needed to make the estimateku� u�kX � Kku� P(K(u))kXfor u su�ciently near u� and some constant K. This estimate is trivial in the �-nite dimensional case if f is su�ciently smooth, u is an element of the sequence ofiterates, and the active set has already been identi�ed. In the in�nite dimensionalcase considered here attention must be paid to the size of sets in which activity of theconstraints is unclear. In x 3 we show how the algorithm in [5] can be extented to takethe continuum of constraints into account and prove a local convergence result. Theresults in these sections require only a modest smoothing assumption. We show howthe Atkinson-Brakhage algorithm can be used to create a fast algorithm and presentsome numerical results in x 4. The design of the fast algorithm requires a strongercompactness assumption than the results in the earlier sections.2. The Basic Estimate. In this section we state our assumptions on the non-linearity and show that for continuous u the error in the solution is proportional to thesize of the nonlinear residual in a neighborhood of the solution. We work in the spaceof continuous functions on 
, C = C(
) and also on X = L1(
), where 
 � Rd.We assume that K is a smooth map on X and seek to solve the constrained compact�xed point problem F(u) = u�P(K(u))(2.1)where P is given by (1.2). We note that since K maps Lp to C = C(
), the pointevaluation implicit in P is de�ned and therefore F is a well de�ned map on X. Thespaces X and C are both given the sup norm, which we denote by k � kX , and C is aclosed subspace of X.In keeping with the application to optimal control we will denote points in 
 byt. For t 2 
 we let U be given byU (t) = fu 2 X jumin(t) � u(t) � umax(t)g;where umin; umax 2 C, and de�ne the two point set@U (t) = fumin(t); umax(t)g:If S � 
 we let Sc = 
 n S be the complement of S in 
. If S and T are subsetsof 
 we denote the symmetric di�erence byS�T = (S [ T ) n (S \ T ):



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 5Throughout this paper �S will denote the characteristic function of the set S and �will denote Lebesgue measure on Rd. We will let L(X;Y ) be the Banach space ofbounded linear maps from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y and let COM(X)be the space of compact linear maps on X.2.1. Di�erentiability, Smoothing, and NonsingularityAssumptions. Wemake the following di�erentiability assumption on K.Assumption 2.1. There is a solution u� 2 C to (2.1) and a neighborhood N � Xof u� in which the K is Lipschitz continuously Fr�echet di�erentiable in X and in C.For future use we let  be the Lipschitz constant for the map K and 1 theLipschitz constant for the maps K0.Our smoothing assumptions areAssumption 2.2. There is p 2 [1;1) such that the family of maps fK0(u)g,where u 2 N is a uniformly bounded subset of L(Lp(
); C). Letsupu2N kK0(u)kL(Lp(
);C) = MK :(2.2)An immediate consequence of these assumptions isProposition 2.1. For all measurable S; T � 
 and u 2 NkK0(u)(�S � �T )kC �MK�(S�T )1=p:We de�ne active and inactive sets for u� byA� = ft ju�(t) 2 @U (t)g and I� = ft ju�(t) 2 int(U )(t)g:(2.3)In (2.3) int(U )(t) is de�ned to be the intervalint(U )(t) = (umin(t); umax(t)):For a measurable subset S of 
 de�neKS(u) = �SK(u� + �S(u � u�))and GS(u) = u�KS(u)Clearly we haveProposition 2.2. For all measurable I � 
 GI is Lipschitz continuously Fr�echetdi�erentiable as a map on X and Lp. If I is closed, GI is Lipschitz continuouslyFr�echet di�erentiable as a map on C(I). Moreover there is M1, independent of I,such that kG0I(u)kL(C(I)); (if I is closed) ; kG0I(u)kL(X); kG0I(u)kL(Lp) �M1(2.4)for all u 2 N . In Proposition 2.2, the action of G0I(u) on w 2 C(I) is understood tobe given by extension of w to zero on [0; T ]n I, application of G0I(u) to that extension,and restriction to I.The next assumption is needed to make the extension of the projected Newtonmethod described in [5] converge quadratically.Assumption 2.3. G0I� = I � �I�K0(u�)�I� is a nonsingular map on X and onLp. There are �1 and M2 such that for every u 2 N and every measurable I � 




ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 6such that ku� u�kX < �1 and �(I�I�) < �1 the map G0I(u) is a nonsingular map onC, on X, and on Lp, andkG0I(u)�1kL(C); kG0I(u)�1kL(X); kG0I(u)�1kL(Lp) �M2:(2.5)The most simple analog of the iteration (1.11) from [5] isun+1 = P(un �AnF(un))(2.6)where An is an approximation of G0I�(u�)�1. Construction of an extension of (1.11)that has good L1 convergence properties requires a more complex iteration thanthat given in (2.6). Fundamental to the local convergence analysis of any Newton-likealgorithm is an bound of the error in terms of the size of F . The remainder of thissection is devoted to such an estimate.2.2. Assumptions and Results on the sets A� and I�. The next two lemmasare simple consequences of the Lipschitz continuity ofK and the convexity of U . Beforestating them we recall some more notation. If S � Rk for some k and t 2 Rk wedenote the distance from t to S bydist(t; S) = inffs 2 S j kt� skRkg:Note that G(u) = G
(u) = u�K(u):For u 2 C de�ne
�(u) = ft j jG(u)(t)j � �g; and 
�� = 
�(u�) = ft j jG(u�)(t)j � �g:(2.7)We require the following trivial lemma.Lemma 2.3. 
�� � A� for all � > 0.Proof. Since u�(t) = P(K(u�))(t) either G(u�)(t) = 0 or u�(t) = P(K(u�))(t) 6=(K(u�))(t). Hence if t 2 
�� then u�(t) is the image under P of a point outside of Uand therefore u�(t) 2 @U . This means that t 2 A� as asserted.Recall that we denote by  the Lipschitz constant for K in the set N , therefore� = 1 +  is the Lipschitz constant for G in N . We haveLemma 2.4. Assume that Assumption 2.1 holds. There is �0 > 0 such that ifu 2 C satis�es ku� u�kX < � � �0;(2.8)and � > �� then 
�(u) � 
����� � A�:Proof. Let �0 < �=� be small enough so that that (2.8) implies that u 2 N . Notethat for t 2 
�(u), jG(u�)(t)j � jG(u)(t)j � �� � � � �� > 0:Hence t 2 
����� � A� and the proof is complete.



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 7Assumption 2.4. There is � 2 (0; 1) such that umax(t) � umin(t) + � for allt 2 
. A� is the closure of a �nite union of disjoint open components. There is c0 > 0such that for all � > 0 the setsE� = ft 2 Rd j dist(t; @A�) < �gare uniformly bounded in measure by�(E�) � c0�d:(2.9)On each component of A� either u = umax or u = umin.Moreover, there is c1 such thatjG(u�)(t)j � c1dist(t; @A�) for all t 2 A� anddist(t; A�) � c�11 dist(u�(t); @U (t)) for all t 2 I�.(2.10)Note that (2.9) and the assertion that on each component of A� either u = umax oru = umin follow from the previous parts of the assumption if d = 1. For d > 1 theymay be viewed as regularity conditions on the boundary of A�.Lemma 2.5. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4 hold. Then there are c2 and �1 suchthat if � � �1 then 
�� � A� and �(A� n
��) � c2�d:(2.11)Proof. Let �1 = min(�0; �0=c1)where �0 and c1 are from Assumption 2.4. 
�� � A� by Lemma 2.3. If t 2 A� n 
��then jG(u�)(t)j < � and u�(t) 2 @U (t). Hence, by (2.10) from Assumption 2.4 for� � �1 � �0 dist(t; @A) < �=c1:This implies that A� n
�� � E�=c1and therefore, by (2.9) from Assumption 2.4,�(A� n
��) � c0c�d1 �d:This completes the proof with c2 = c0c�d1 .Let �1 = min(�0; �1=�)=2. Under all of our assumptions, for a given u 2 C suchthat ku� u�kX < � � �1 we have by Lemma 2.4 that
�1 (u) � 
��1=2 � A�:De�ne �I = ft j K(u)(t) 2 int(U )(t)g \ I�:(2.12)



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 8Since A� \ I� = ;, 
��2 � A�, and �I � I�, we can decompose 
 into the disjoint union
 = 
��2 [ �I [R(u)(2.13)where �2 = �1=2 and R(u) = 
 n (�I [
��2 ):(2.14)As a trivial corollary to Lemma 2.5 we obtain the estimateCorollary 2.6. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4 hold. If u 2 C and ku�u�kX < �1then �((R(u) [ �I) n I�) = �(A� n
��2) � c2�d2 :The next lemma will enable us to estimate the size of R(u).Lemma 2.7. Let Assumption 2.4 hold. There is c3 such that for all � > 0� (ft j dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) < �g) � c3�d:(2.15)Proof. Let S = ft j dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) < �g:If t 2 S \A� thendist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) = dist(K(u�)(t);P(K(u�)(t)) = jG(u�)(t)j < �and hence, by (2.10) from Assumption 2.4, dist(t; @A�) < �=c1. Hence S\A� � E�=c1 .If t 2 S \ I� then (2.10) from Assumption 2.4 implies that dist(t; A�) < c�11 � andtherefore S \ I� � E�=c1 . Hence S � E�=c1 and therefore�(S) � �(E�=c1) � c0c�d1 �d:This completes the proof with c3 = c0c�d1 .Lemma 2.8. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4 hold. Then if u 2 C is such thatku� u�kX � �1 and R(u) is de�ned by (2.14) then�(R(u)) � c3�d2 :(2.16)Proof. If t 2 R(u) then jG(u�)(t)j < �2 because R(u) \ 
��2 = ;. We divide theremainder of the proof into two cases. t 2 R(u) implies that jG(u�)(t)j < �2 and thateither (1) K(u�)(t) 62 int(U )(t) or (2) K(u)(t) 62 int(U )(t) and K(u�)(t) 2 int(U )(t).In case (1) jG(u�)(t)j < �2 implies that dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) < �2. In case (2),Lipschitz continuity implies thatjK(u)(t)� K(u�)(t)j � �1and hence, since K(u�)(t) 2 int(U )(t) in case (2),dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) � �1 � ��1 � �2:



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 9These estimates imply thatR(u) � ft j dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) < �2gand therefore, by Lemma 2.7, �(R(u)) � c3�d2 :This completes the proof.Corollary 2.9. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4 hold. Then if u 2 X is such thatku� u�kX � �1 �(�I�I�) � (c2 + c3)�d2 :Lemma 2.10. Let Assumption 2.1 hold. Then if u 2 X is such that ku�u�kX <�1 then P(K(u)(t)) = u�(t)for all t 2 
��2 , and ju(t)� u�(t)j � kF(u)kXfor all t 2 
��2 .Proof. Let t 2 
��2 � A�. Without loss of generality we may assume thatu�(t) = umax(t) and K(u�)(t) � umax(t) + �2. Since ku� u�k < �1K(u)(t) � K(u�)(t)� �1 � umax(t) + �2 � ��1 > umax(t):Hence P(K(u))(t) = umax(t) = u�(t). Thereforeju(t)� u�(t)j = ju(t)� P(K(u)(t))j = jF(u)(t)j � kF(u)kX :This completes the proof.2.3. The Main Estimate. Now we reduce �1 if necessary so that(c2 + c3)�d2 < �1(2.17)where �1 is the bound in Assumption 2.3. This has the e�ect of reducing �2 and �1.By Corollary 2.9 this implies that G0�I(u) satis�es (2.5).We can now formally state and prove the main result in this sectionTheorem 2.11. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. There are �2 > 0and K > 0 such that if u 2 C and ku� u�kX � �2 thenku� u�kX � KkF(u)kX :Proof. We let �2 = �1 for now. We will reduce �2 as the proof progresses. Let�� = ku� u�kX � �2 and let kF(u)kX = �. We will estimate �� in terms of � in thecourse of the proof in a way that can be applied to show �� = O(�).Without loss of generality we assume that � < �� as if that is not the case thelemma holds with K = 1. We decompose the projected gradient map into three partsu�P(K(u)) = ��I(u �P(K(u))) + �R(u)(u�P(K(u))) + �
��2 (u�P(K(u))):



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 10Since K(u) = u� on 
��2 by Lemma 2.10 and PK(u) = K(u) on �I by de�nition wehave u� PK(u) = ��I(u�K(u)) + �R(u)(u� P(K(u)) + �
��2 (u� u�):Let e = u � u�, eI = ��Ie, eR = �R(u)e, and e� = �
��2e. Therefore ke�kX �kF(u)kX = � by Lemma 2.10. To analyze the sizes of eI and eR we note that K is aLipschitz continuous map from Lp(
) to X with Lipschitz constant MK , where MKis the bound on kK0kL(Lp(
);X) from (2.2), HencekK(u)�K(u� + eI )kX � ke�kX +MKkeRkLp � � +MKkeRkLp :We write ��I(u�K(u)) as��I (u�K(u)) = ��I(u� K(u� + eI)) + �1(u) = ��IG�I(u) + �1(u);(2.18)where �1(u) = ��I(K(u� + eI) �K(u� + eI + eR + e�)):Recalling that kK0(u)kL(Lp;X) �MKfor all u 2 N we have, since keRkLp � keRkX�(R(u))1=p,k�1(u)kX � ke�kX +MKkeRkLp� � +MK�(R(u))1=pkeRkX � � +MK�(R(u))1=p��:(2.19)Hence, by (2.5),keIkX �M2k�1(u)kX �M2(� +MKcd3�d=p2 ��):(2.20)For convenience we rewrite (2.20) askeIkX � c4(�+ �d=p2 ��);(2.21)where c4 = M2max(;MKcd3).Now reduce �1 if necessary so thatc4�d=p2 < 18 and MK(c3�d2)1=p < 18 :At this point we have shown that if �1 is su�ciently small then ke�k � kF(u)kkeIk � c4kF(u)k+ ��8 :We will obtain a similar estimate for keRkX and then apply these estimates to obtainthe conclusion kekX = O(�).Let � = �R(u)F(u). Let eT = eI + e�, we havekeTkX � (1 + c4)�+ ��8 :



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 11Since u� = P(K(u�)) we may writeeR = � + �2(u)where �2(u) = �R(u)(P(K(u� + eT + eR))� P(K(u�))):Since keRkX � ��,k�2(u)kX � keT kX + kP(K(u� + eR))� P(K(u�)))kX� ((1 + c4)�+ ��=(8)) +MK�(R(u))1=pkeRkX� (1 + c4)�+ ��=8 +MK (c3�d2 )1=p��� (1 + c4)�+ ��=4:(2.22)Here we use the fact that P has Lipschitz constant 1 because it is a projection ontoa convex set.Noting that k�kX � kF(u)kX = � we have thatkeRkX � �+ k�2(u)kX � K2�+ ��=4;where K2 = 1 + (1 + c4). ThereforekekX = �� � keRkX + keT kX � (1 + c4 +K2)�+ 3��=4;and ��=4 � (1 + c4 +K2)�:This completes the proof with K = 4(1 + c4 +K2).3. The Algorithm. In this section we describe our Newton like iteration inbroad terms. The details of an e�cient implementation will be presented in x 4.Our �rst task is to formulate the projected Newton iteration and analyze its conver-gence properties. Following that it is easy to describe the class of algorithms that weimplement.Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 2.11 hold. Let uc 2 C be such thatkeck < �2, where ec = uc � u�. We letkF(uc)kX = �c:Let �p 2 (0; 1). We de�ne the setsAc = ft j P(K(uc))(t) 6= K(uc)(t); jG(uc)(t)j � ��pcgIc = ft j P(K(uc))(t) = K(uc)(t)gRc = ft j P(K(uc))(t) 6= K(uc)(t); jG(uc)(t)j < ��pcg(3.1)Note that the point evaluations required to to determine the sets Ac, Ic, and Rc arewell de�ned since uc 2 C. Note also that Ic is a closed set because umin and umaxare continuous.



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 12Using (2.6) as an iteration would, as we shall see, not produce iterates thatconverge in the uniform norm. We use an evaluation of K to remedy this. We proposethe iteration u1=3 = �AcPK(uc) + �Ic[Rcucu2=3 = u1=3 � G0Ic(u1=3)�1F(u1=3)u+ = P(K(u2=3))(3.2)In the �nal form of the algorithm we advocate here, we will replaceG0Ic(u1=3)�1F(u1=3)with an approximation of the action of G0Ic(u1=3)�1 on F(u1=3) that can be evaluatede�ciently. We note here that even though the intermediate iterate u1=3 is not con-tinuous on [0,T], it is everywhere de�ned and continuous on the set Ic [ Rc, and inparticular on the closed set Ic, and so methods for approximation of integral operatorson the space of continuous functions are applicable to the approximation of the actionof G0Ic(u1=3)�1. We defer the construction of this approximation to x 4 and in thissection consider (3.2) and estimate e2=3 in the Lp norm, where p is the exponent inAssumption 2.2. That estimate leads directly to a uniform estimate for e+ = u+�u�by Assumption 2.2.Lemma 3.1. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Let �2 and K be theconstants from Theorem 2.11. Let uc 2 X be such thatkeckX � minf�2; (1=2 + =K)�1=(1��p)=; �=g(3.3)then Ac � A� and u1=3 = u� on Ac.Proof. Since �c � keckX , (3.3) implies that�1��p < (1=2 + =K)�1:(3.4)Let t 2 Ac, sincejG(u�)(t)j � jG(uc)(t)j � keck � ��pc � �c=K � �c=2by (3.4). Hence Ac � A� by Lemma 2.3.To complete the proof, note that if t 2 Ac then K(u)(t) 2 @U (t). Asju�(t)� P(K(u�))(t)j = jP(K(u))(t)�P(K(u�))(t)j � keckX < �we must have u�(t) = P(K(u))(t) = u1=3(t) for t 2 Ac. This completes the proof.The set Rc is small. This is made precise by the following lemma.Lemma 3.2. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and equation (3.3) hold. Thenif uc 2 X is such that keckX � (K)�1=(1��p)=(3.5)then �(Rc) � c33d��p=dc ;



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 13where c3 is the constant from Lemma 2.7.Proof. By (3.3) keckX < 1=. Note that if t 2 Rc then P(K(uc))(t) 2 @U (t) andalso jK(uc)(t)� P(K(uc))(t)j � jG(uc)(t)j + jF(uc)(t)j� ��pc + �c � 2��pc :The last estimate follows from the assumption that keckX < 1= which implies that�c < 1. Therefore Rc � ft j dist(K(uc)(t); @U (t)) < 2��pcg� ft j dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) < 2��pc + �keckg� ft j dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) < 2��pc + �K�cg� ft j dist(K(u�)(t); @U (t)) < 3��pcg:The last estimate above follows from (3.5). The conclusion of the lemma is a directapplication of Lemma 2.7.Ac will serve as the approximation to the active set. An immediate corollary ofLemmas 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 is a theorem on identi�cation of the active set.Theorem 3.3. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and equation (3.3) hold.Assume that �c < 1. Then there is cA such that�(A� nAc) � cA��p=dc :Proof. If t 2 A� n Ac then either t 2 Rc or t 2 Ic \ A�. If t 2 Ic \ A� thenG(uc)(t) = F(uc)(t) and Assumption 2.4 impliesc1dist(t; @A�) � jG(u�)(t)j � jG(uc)(t)j+ keckX= jF(uc)(t)j+ keckX � �c(1 + =K):This implies that Ic \A� � Ec�11 �c(1+=K)and therefore �(Ic \A�) � c0(c�11 �c(1 + =K))d:This completes the proof as A� nAc � Rc [ (Ic \A�) withcA = c3 + c0(c�11 (1 + =K))d:The reader should compare the following lemma with (2.18) and (2.19), whichused a similar decomposition of 
 to obtain a similar result.Lemma 3.4. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Let uc satisfy theassumptions of Lemma 3.2. Then je1=3(t)j � jec(t)j for all t 2 
 and there arewc 2 X and Kw > 0 such thatkwckLp(
) � KwkeckX��p=(pd)c



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 14and F(u1=3) = �IcGIc(u� + �Ice1=3) �wc:Proof. By Lemma 3.1 �AcF(u1=3) = �Ace1=3 = 0. HenceF(u1=3) = u1=3 �P(K(u� + �Ic[Rcec))= �Ic[Rc (u1=3 � P(K(u� + �Ic[Rcec))):By Lemma 3.2 k�RcF(u1=3)kLp � c5keckX��p=(pd)cwhere c5 = (c33d)1=p:SimilarlykK(u� + �Icec + �Rcec)� K(u� + �Icec)kX �MKkeckX�(Rc)1=p � c6keckX��p=(pd)cwhere c6 = MKc5. Hence if we letwc = �RcF(u1=3c ) + �Ic(K(u� + �Icec + �Rcec) �K(u� + �Icec));note that that for any f 2 X, kfkLp � �(
)1=pkfkX , and setKw = (1+�(
)1=pMK )c5the proof is complete.A trivial corollary of the proof isTheorem 3.5. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Let uc 2 C satisfythe assumptions of Lemma 3.2 and assume that keckLp ; keckX < 1. Then there is KPsuch that ke2=3kLp � KP keck1+(�p=pd)X(3.6)and there is KN such that ke+kX � KNkeck1+(�p=pd)X(3.7)Proof. By Lemma 3.4,u2=3 = u1=3 � G0Ic(u1=3)�1GIc(u� + �Ice1=3)� G0Ic(u1=3)�1wc:By Assumption 2.3, kG0Ic(u1=3)�1kLp �M2 and hence by Lemma 3.4kG0Ic(u1=3)�1wckLp �M2KwkeckX��p=(pd)c�M2Kw��p=(pd)keck1+(�p=pd)X :By standard estimates for Newton iterates and Assumption 2.3ke1=3 � G0Ic(u1=3)�1GIc(u� + �Ice1=3)kX �M2�ke1=3kX=2:



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 15Hence ke1=3 � G0Ic(u1=3)�1GIc(u� + �Ice1=3)kLp � �(
)1=pM2�ke1=3kX=2:The �rst assertion therefore holds withKP = M2Kw��p=(pd) + �(
)1=pM2�=2:The second assertion follows from Assumption 2.2 withKN =MKKP :This completes the proof.The algorithms we implement replace G0Ic(uc)�1 in (3.2) with an approximation.The behavior of these algorithms is described by the next theorem, which is a directconsequence of Theorem 3.5.Theorem 3.6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 hold and let u+ be de�nedby u1=3 = �AcPK(uc) + �Ic[Rcucu2=3 = u1=3 � B�1c F(u1=3)u+ = P(K(u2=3))(3.8)where, k(B�1c � G0Ic(u1=3)�1)kL(X;Lp) � �c:Then there is KC > 0 such thatke+kX � KNkeck1+(�p=pd)X +KC�ckeckX :(3.9)Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.5 with KC = MK. To see this notethat ke2=3kLP � KP keck1+(�p=pd)X + �kF(u1=3)kX� KP keck1+(�p=pd)X + �ckeckX :Finally, we give an inexact variant of Theorem 3.5. The analysis is like that ofthe �nite dimensional case [9].Theorem 3.7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 hold and let u+ be de�nedby u1=3 = �AcPK(uc) + �Ic[Rcucu2=3 = u1=3 + ~su+ = P(K(u2=3))(3.10)



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 16where ~s 2 X \C(Ic) andkG0Ic(u1=3)~s+ F(u1=3)kLp � �ckF(u1=3)kX :(3.11)Then there is KI > 0 such thatke+kX � KNkeck1+(�p=pd)X +KI�ckeckX :(3.12)In particular, if �c = � is independent of uc 2 N , we have q-linear convergence andif �n ! 0 as n!1 the convergence is q-superlinear.Proof. Note thate2=3 = e1=3 � G0Ic(u1=3)�1F(u1=3)�G0Ic(u1=3)�1(G0Ic(u1=3)~s+ F(u1=3))Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 3.5ke2=3kLp � KP keck1+(�p=pd)X +M2�ckF(u1=3)kX� KP keck1+(�p=pd)X +M2�ckeckXTherefore ke+kX �MKke2=3kLp�MK(KP keck1+(�p=pd)X +M2�ckeckX):Setting KI = MKM2 completes the proof.4. Implementation and an Example. As in [16] we construct the operatorsBc using a collectively compact sequence of approximations to K. Recall that a familyof maps fK�g�2� � L(X;Y ) is collectively compact if[�2�K�Bis precompact in Y for every bounded set B � X.We incorporate an estimate of the set Ic using a \coarse mesh" approximation.We consider a sequence of approximations fKmg to K. We refer to the equationu�P(Km(u)) = 0 as the equation for level m. Such approximations can be obtained,for example, by replacing the integral in (1.3) by a quadrature rule. Typically theproblem at level m is equivalent to a �nite dimensional problem of dimension Nm,say. Our compactness assumption isAssumption 4.1. The sequence of maps Km converge strongly to K in N andthe family fK0m(u)gm�1;u2N is uniformly Lipschitz continuous as a family of mapsfrom N to L(Lp; C) and is a collectively compact subset of L(X;C).In Assumption 4.1, K1 = K. In the case of smooth nonlinearities, [2], [13],Assumption 4.1, solvability of F(u) = 0, uniform Lipschitz continuity of the familyfK0m(u)gm�1;u2N and nonsingularity of F 0(u�), would imply that um = Km(um)would have a solution for m su�ciently large and that um ! u� in X. In thenonsmooth case considered here we must assume that the approximate problems havesolutions which converge to u�.Assumption 4.2. For m su�ciently large there is a solution to the �xed pointproblem um = K(um) 2 C. um converges uniformly to u�.



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 17Our algorithm, like the original Atkinson-Brakhage algorithm, [3], [6], or multigridmethods of the second kind [11], begins with a coarse level l for which the problemat that level is solved. The Atkinson-Brakhage approach uses low level informationto construct an approximate inverse BLl which is used to solve the problem at ahigher level L. Our general scheme may be described in terms of the transitionfrom a solution uL at level L to a solution uL+1 for level L + 1. The initial iterateat level L + 1 is uL+10 = uL. We apply the iteration (3.2) with Bc = BL+1l untilkFL+1(uL+1)kX � �L+1 where �L+1 is an estimate for truncation error at level L+1.For a su�ciently �ne coarse mesh one would hope to require only one iterate for each�ne level L. Any necessary transfer of information between grids between levels canbe done through Nystr�om interpolation [3] or directly by polynomial interpolation[14], [16].The remaining issue is the construction of the maps BLl . We denoteGl;S (u) = I � �SK0l(u)�S ;and let Il = ft j K(ul) = P(K(ul))g:We describe the action of (BLl )�1 on a function v by the basic formula(BLl )�1v = v + �Ic�IlG0l;Il(ul)�1�Il�IcK0L(uc)�Icv:(4.1)In (4.1) uc is the current iterate in at level L for the computation of uL. Assump-tions 2.2, 4.1, and 4.2 imply that BLl will satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 with� independent of L if the index of the lowest level, l, is su�ciently large. As withthe original Atkinson-Brakhage iteration, (4.1) is an approximation to a two termNeumann series expansion of (G0L(uc))�1.In [16] the levels corresponded to piecewise linear approximations of the functionsand the equations at the levels were equivalent to nonlinear equations for the valuesof the piecewise linear functions at the nodal points. The action of the �ne meshderivative w = K0(uc)v was approximated by a di�erence quotient. The action of(I � K0l(ul))�1 was approximated by forming I � K0l(ul) as a matrix by numericallydi�erentiating in coordinate directions, forming an LU factorization of the resultingmatrix and storing the factors. Then w was projected onto the coarse mesh, theequation (I � K0l(ul))z = w was solved, and z extended to the �ne mesh. The �nalapproximation was B�1c v = v � z. Of course, a similar technique could be used forthe constrainted problems considered here, settingw = �Il�IcK0L(uc)�Icv;forming a matrix equivalent of G0l;Il and factoring it, and then using that factorizationto compute z = (G0l;Il)�1w. Instead, we follow the technique of [12] and use a GMRES[19] iteration with a discrete L2 inner product, to solve a �nite dimensional problemassociated with the linear system G0l;Il(ul)z = w(4.2)and then to use interpolation to approximate the solution to (4.2). The matrix-vectorproducts that are required by GMRES are done with a forward di�erence approxima-tion to the action of the Fr�echet derivative. As our assumptions on the family fKlg



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 18will guarantee that the condition number of I � K0l(ul) is bounded independently ofl, the results in [18] guarantee that the behavior of a GMRES iteration will be meshindependent in the sense of [1].The theory in [16] allowed for inaccuracy in the evaluation of KL, which can beintroduced, say, by the control of relative and absolute errors in adaptive integrationcodes or ODE codes like DASSL. In [16] we showed how one should adjust this ac-curacy to take into account the expected error kuL � u�kX . That analysis can beincorporated here in a direct way in the evaluation of the di�erence approximationsto directional derivatives K(u)0w that are required by both the Atkinson-Brakhagealgorithm in the approximation of K0L at the �ne mesh level and the solution of (4.2)by Newton-GMRES iteration. In [16] the analysis was made complicated by the nu-merical Jacobian and additional accuracy was needed in the coarse mesh functionevaluations. The use of GMRES eliminates some of that complexity. As in [16] theuse of inaccurate function evaluations introduces an absolute error in the iteration.Making this absolute error smaller as the iteration progresses means that the conver-gence rate of the algorithm becomes r-linear.Assume that the compact �xed point maps, Km, can be evaluated to a givenabsolute accuracy �m, with smaller values of �m resulting in a increase of the costof the nonlinear function evaluation. In the case of the method of lines solutionof a parabolic partial di�erential equation, for example, �m would be the absoluteerror tolerance given to the routine that performs the integration in time. Lettinghm = O(p�m) we approximate the action of K0m(u) on a vector w by the forwarddi�erence map Am(u;w) = � 0; w = 0kwkX K(u+hmw=kwkX )�K(u)hm ; w 6= 0:Am(u;w), though nonlinear in w, approximates K0m(u)w up to a relative error ofO(hl). We have kAm(u;w)�K0m(u)wkX � 2hmkwkX :(4.3)Hence G0l;Il(ul)z, which is used in the construction of the Atkinson-Brakhage approx-imate inverse, would be approximated byGl(ul; z) = I � �IlAl(ul; �Ilz):The e�ect of this approximation is that in the evaluation of the action of theAtkinson-Brakhage approximate inverse given by (4.1) w = K0L(uc)�Icv is approxi-mated by AL(uc; v) and an error of O(hLkvkX) is made. Then z = G0l;Il(ul)�1�Il ~w isapproximated by ~z, where ~z is computed by using GMRES to solve G0l;Il(ul)~z = �Il ~wwith Gl(ul; z) used in the matrix-vector product routine whenever G0l;Il(ul)z is re-quested and an approximate L2 inner product used in the GMRES routine itself. Weuse the zero function as the initial iterate to GMRES and request a reduction in theresidual by a factor of ~�. Following [8] we assume that the GMRES routine returns avector that satis�es kGl(ul; ~z) � �Il ~wk2;l � ~�k�Il ~wk2;l:(4.4)In (4.4) k � k2;l is the norm associated with the approximate L2 norm for level l. Inour examples from control problems, k � k2;l = k � kL2 and the functions at level l



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 19are piecewise linear. In the example from integral equations the approximate innerproduct is given by a quadrature rule. In either case there are C1 > 0 and Nl !1such that N�1l k � kX � k � k2;l � C1k � kX :(4.5)We can use (4.4) and (4.5) to obtain a uniform estimatekGl(ul; ~z)� �Il ~wkX � ~�NlC1k�Il ~wkX :(4.6)Using (4.3) we have kGl(ul; ~z)� G0l(ul)~zkX � hl2 k~zkXand hence by Assumption 2.3, if hl � 2=(M2),k~zkX � M2kGl(ul; ~z)kX1�M2hl=2 � M21�M2hl=2k�Il ~wkX (1 + ~�NlC1):Hence if ~�NlC1 < 1 and hl � 1=(M2)(4.7)we have k~zkX � 4M2k�Il ~wkX :Summarizing, if (4.7) holds thenkG0l(ul)~z � �Il ~wkX � (~�NlC1 + 2M2hl)k�Il ~wkX :This leads us to the rule to thumb that hl = O(~�Nl) as a guide to selection of theaccuracy required by a coarse mesh function evaluation. Also we get insight into thetolerances ~� and �l = O(hl) from (4.7).If a Newton-GMRES [8] iteration is used the Theorem 3.7 and analysis aboveprovides guidance in the choice of hc as a function of Nc and �c, where �c is the factorin (3.11). In the computations reported below, we set �c = ~� = :001 with a viewtoward making ~�NlC1 and �n small.The overall e�ect of the GMRES approximations is to introduce a relative errorof O(~�Nl + hl + hL) into the approximate Newton iteration and if ~�Nl + hl + hL issu�ciently small the overall rate of r-linear convergence will be preserved. Approxi-matingFL will introduce an absolute error of �L and accordingly �L should be reducedas the grids are re�ned to approximate the expected truncation error. Note that itis not necessary to approximate KL(uc), which is used in the evaluation of FL, andthe perturbations used in the approximation of K0L to the same accuracy. We use anaccuracy of �l for the perturbed evaluation since that does not change the size of therelative error in B�1l .As in [16] for an example we consider maps K de�ned byK(u) = �d(t; 1)=�;
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00.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.9 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1where for x 2 (0; 1) and t 2 (0; T ),�dt = dxx + f2(t; x); d(T; x) = y(T; x) � z(x);dx(t; 0) = hl(t); dx(t; 1) = hr(t);yt = yxx + f1(t; x); y(0; x) = y0(x);yx(t; 0) = gl(t); yx(t; 1) = gr(y(t; 1)) + q(t) + u(t):(4.8)where the right hand sides and boundary values can be used to specify a solution tothe problem. Discretization in space was by piecewise linear �nite elements. The meshat level L consisted of the L + 1 points fi=LgLi=0 The functions KL were evaluatedby using DASSL to solve the systems of ordinary di�erential equations obtained bydiscretizing (4.8) in space and setting the absolute error to �L. The sets Ac, Rc, andIc were speci�ed as in (3.1) with �p = 1=2.In the computations we set the right hand sides and boundary conditions so thatthe solution to (4.8) wasy(t; x) = (1 + xt)=(1 + x2t) andd(t; x) = �(1� x(2x(1� t) � 1)2)(1� exp(�(t � 1=4)2));with u�(t) = P(d(t; 1)=�) = P((1� (1� 2t)2)(1� exp(�(t � 1=4)2))):We imposed constraints given byumax(t) = 1 + 10(t� :5)2; and umin(t) = t=4:The solution to (1.1) is plotted in Figure 4.1. The solution is Lipschitz continuousbut not di�erentiable. Hence we would expect piecewise linear approximations to be�rst order accurate.We have constructed the examples in such a way that the solution u� does notdepend on �. The reason for this was to isolate the ill conditioning that arises from



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 21small values of � in the operator and to make it possible to directly compare resultsfor di�erent values of �. We report results for � = 1; :5; :25; :1. Since the Lipschitzconstants of K are proportional to 1=� and the solution of the linear equation for thestep becomes very sensitive to high frequency perturbations of the solution for small�, one would expect that �ner coarse meshes and more accurate initial iterates will berequired for the smaller values of �. This is the case for both the Atkinson-Brakhageand Newton-GMRES forms of the algorithm.The maps KL were constructed exactly as reported in [16] and the absolute ac-curacy of the function evaluation at level L was �L = :001=L, consistent with theexpected �rst order accuracy. In the forward di�erencing we used hl = :1=pL. Inthe computations we used a coarse mesh of Nl = l + 1 points. Consistently withour requirement that hl = O(~�Nl) we set ~� = :01. The iteration at the coarse meshwas terminated when kFl(u)k1 < �l = 10�4. The iteration at a higher mesh level Lwas terminated if kFL(u)k1 < �L = :01=L. For both methods considered, ProjectedNewton-GMRES and the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration, only one outer iterate was re-quired for termination at the higher mesh levels. After that the mesh spacing washalved and the iteration continued. The initial iterate wasu0 = P(u(t) + � sin(t)(t� :5)t):� controls the size of the initial iterate error and was reduced as � is reduced. Thenumber of points in the coarse mesh Nl is increased as � is reduced.In the tables that follow we report the norm �n of FL at each iterate n and for the�nal iterate (n=1) at each level the ratio �1=�0 and the number of GMRES iteratesIG required for (3.11) to hold in the case of Newton-GMRES or needed to solve (4.2)in the case of the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration. In the header for each table we report�, �, l, and the computation time TC in seconds.All computations were done an the CRAY Y-MP at the North Carolina Super-computing Center running UNICOS 6.0. All codes were written in CRAY FORTRANcft77 version 5.0.0.0. Computation times were taken from the output of the CRAYhardware performance monitor.We report on two methods of solution. The �rst, reported in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3,and 4.4, is a direct Newton-GMRES approach which satis�es (3.11) with a GMRESiteration, using �c = :001.In Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, we report the results of the Atkinson-Brakhagealgorithm using ~� = :001.In both methods a �ne mesh function evaluation was used to test for termination.A more e�cient approach would be to see if the function norm at the next �ner meshhas the predicted size of half the initial evaluation at the previous mesh. This wouldnot avoid the �ne mesh function evaluation to test for termination at the �nest andultimate mesh. Hence at least four �ne mesh function evaluations per level were done,one to compute K(uc), one to compute K(u1=3), one to compute u+ = P(K(u2=3)),and one to test for termination. The Newton-GMRES required one additional �nemesh evaluation for each inner iterate, while the Atkinson-Brakhage required a lowaccuracy (i. e. using �l instead of �L) �ne mesh function evaluation to compute K0L(uc)via a di�erence in (4.1) and at most a few coarse mesh evaluations for the GMRESiteration. This accounts for the advantage in the Atkinson-Brakhage method, which,as the tables show, executes in roughly 60% of the time of Newton-GMRES. Note thatfor the computations reported in the tables that required more GMRES iterationsin the inner iteration of Newton-GMRES, the advantage of the Atkinson-Brakhage



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 22Table 4.1Projected Newton-GMRES.� = 1:0, � = :1, l = 20, TC = 669L n IG �n �n=�n�120 0 0.23E-011 3 0.26E-03 0.11E-0140 0 0.70E-011 3 0.11E-02 0.15E-0180 0 0.38E-011 3 0.39E-03 0.10E-01160 0 0.14E-011 3 0.59E-05 0.42E-03320 0 0.63E-021 3 0.15E-04 0.25E-02640 0 0.45E-021 3 0.24E-05 0.54E-031280 0 0.28E-021 3 0.63E-05 0.23E-022560 0 0.68E-031 3 0.31E-07 0.45E-045120 0 0.42E-031 3 0.47E-06 0.11E-02Table 4.2Projected Newton-GMRES.� = :5, � = :1, l = 40, TC = 745L n IG �n �n=�n�140 0 0.20E-011 3 0.53E-03 0.27E-0180 0 0.37E-011 4 0.11E-02 0.30E-01160 0 0.18E-011 3 0.11E-03 0.63E-02320 0 0.66E-021 3 0.54E-04 0.81E-02640 0 0.45E-021 3 0.17E-03 0.38E-011280 0 0.31E-021 3 0.16E-04 0.51E-022560 0 0.65E-031 3 0.15E-05 0.23E-025120 0 0.42E-031 4 0.58E-07 0.14E-03



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 23Table 4.3Projected Newton-GMRES.� = :25, � = :05, l = 80, TC = 651L n IG �n �n=�n�180 0 0.18E-011 3 0.14E-02 0.74E-012 2 0.21E-04 0.16E-01160 0 0.15E-011 3 0.63E-03 0.42E-01320 0 0.59E-021 3 0.49E-03 0.83E-01640 0 0.50E-021 4 0.13E-03 0.26E-011280 0 0.29E-021 3 0.72E-04 0.25E-012560 0 0.74E-031 3 0.49E-05 0.67E-025120 0 0.42E-031 3 0.16E-05 0.37E-02Table 4.4Projected Newton-GMRES.� = :1, � = :025, l = 640, TC = 730L n IG �n �n=�n�1640 0 0.22E-011 3 0.68E-02 0.33E+002 2 0.29E-03 0.43E-011280 0 0.26E-021 4 0.35E-03 0.14E+002560 0 0.85E-031 3 0.96E-04 0.11E+005120 0 0.48E-031 3 0.27E-05 0.55E-02method was larger. Having said that, the nested iteration form of Newton-GMRESis still a fast algorithm for compact �xed point problems since the number of inneriterations required at each mesh level is bounded independently of the mesh size.REFERENCES[1] E. L. Allgower, K. B�ohmer, F. A. Potra, and W. C. Rheinboldt, A mesh-independenceprinciple for operator equations and their discretizations, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 23 (1986),pp. 160{169.[2] P. M. Anselone, Collectively Compact Operator Approximation Theory, Prentice-Hall, Engle-wood Cli�s, NJ, 1971.[3] K. E. Atkinson, Iterative variants of the Nystr�om method for the numerical solution of integralequations, Numer. Math., 22 (1973), pp. 17{31.



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 24Table 4.5Atkinson-Brakhage iteration.� = 1:0, � = :1, l = 20, TC = 391L n IG �n �n=�n�120 0 0.23E-011 3 0.26E-03 0.11E-0140 0 0.70E-011 3 0.82E-03 0.12E-0180 0 0.38E-011 3 0.17E-03 0.45E-02160 0 0.14E-011 2 0.88E-04 0.63E-02320 0 0.63E-021 2 0.19E-04 0.30E-02640 0 0.45E-021 3 0.14E-05 0.31E-031280 0 0.28E-021 3 0.11E-05 0.38E-032560 0 0.69E-031 3 0.52E-06 0.75E-035120 0 0.42E-031 3 0.14E-06 0.34E-03Table 4.6Atkinson-Brakhage iteration.� = :5, � = :1, l = 40, TC = 444L n IG �n �n=�n�140 0 0.20E-011 3 0.53E-03 0.27E-0180 0 0.37E-011 3 0.12E-02 0.32E-01160 0 0.18E-011 3 0.74E-03 0.42E-01320 0 0.76E-021 3 0.14E-03 0.18E-01640 0 0.48E-021 3 0.38E-04 0.79E-021280 0 0.29E-021 3 0.14E-04 0.50E-022560 0 0.65E-031 3 0.44E-05 0.67E-025120 0 0.42E-031 3 0.26E-05 0.61E-02



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 25Table 4.7Atkinson-Brakhage iteration.� = :25, � = :05, l = 80, TC = 428L n IG �n �n=�n�180 0 0.18E-011 3 0.14E-02 0.74E-012 2 0.21E-04 0.16E-01160 0 0.15E-011 3 0.43E-03 0.28E-01320 0 0.67E-021 3 0.25E-02 0.37E+00640 0 0.69E-021 2 0.21E-03 0.30E-011280 0 0.30E-021 2 0.24E-03 0.82E-012560 0 0.60E-031 2 0.57E-05 0.96E-025120 0 0.42E-031 2 0.70E-06 0.17E-02Table 4.8Atkinson-Brakhage iteration.� = :1, � = :025, l = 440, TC = 446L n IG �n �n=�n�1640 0 0.22E-011 3 0.68E-02 0.33E+002 2 0.29E-03 0.43E-011280 0 0.26E-021 3 0.15E-03 0.60E-012560 0 0.67E-031 4 0.24E-04 0.35E-015120 0 0.42E-031 4 0.83E-05 0.20E-01[4] D. B. Bertsekas, On the Goldstein-Levitin-Polyak gradient projection method, IEEE Trans.Autom. Control, (1976), pp. 174{184.[5] , Projected Newton methods for optimization problems with simple constraints, SIAM J.Control Optim., 20 (1982), pp. 221{246.[6] H. Brakhage, �Uber die numerische Behandlung von Integralgleichungen nach der Quadratur-formelmethode, Numer. Math., 2 (1960), pp. 183{196.[7] K. E. Brenan, S. L. Campbell, and L. R. Petzold, The Numerical Solution of Initial ValueProblems in Di�erential-Algebraic Equations, Elsevier, New York, 1989.[8] P. N. Brown and Y. Saad, Hybrid Krylov methods for nonlinear systems of equations, SIAMJ. Sci. Stat. Comp., 11 (1990), pp. 450{481.[9] R. Dembo, S. Eisenstat, and T. Steihaug, Inexact Newton methods, SIAM J. Numer. Anal.,19 (1982), pp. 400{408.[10] W. Hackbusch, On the fast solving of parabolic boundary control problems, SIAM J. ControlOptim., 17 (1979), pp. 231{244.[11] , Multi-Grid Methods and Applications, vol. 4 of Springer Series in ComputationalMath-



ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 26ematics, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1985.[12] M. Heinkenschlo�, C. T. Kelley, and H. T. Tran, Fast algorithms for nonsmooth compact�xed point problems. SIAM J. on Numerical Analysis, to appear, 1992.[13] L. Kantorovich and G. Akilov, Functional Analysis in Normed Spaces, Pergamon Press,New York, 1964.[14] C. T. Kelley, Operator prolongation methods for nonlinear equations, in Computational So-lution of Nonlinear Systems of Equations, E. L. Allgower and K. Georg, eds., vol. 26 ofAMS Lectures in Applied Mathematics, American Mathematical Society, Providence, RI,1990, pp. 359{388.[15] C. T. Kelley and E. W. Sachs, Multilevel algorithms for constrained optimal control prob-lems. proceedings of CopperMountain Conferenceon IterativeMethods, CopperMountain,Co., 1992.[16] , Fast algorithms for compact �xed point problems with inexact function evaluations,SIAM J. on Sci. Stat. Comp., 12 (1991), pp. 725{742.[17] , Mesh independence of the gradient projection method for optimal control problems,SIAM J. Control and Optimization, 30 (1992), pp. 477{493.[18] N. M. Nachtigal, S. C. Reddy, and L. N. Trefethen, How fast are nonsymmetric matrixiterations, SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl., 13 (1992), pp. 778{795.[19] Y. Saad and M. Schultz, GMRES a generalized minimal residual algorithm for solving non-symmetric linear systems, SIAM J. Sci. Stat. Comp., 7 (1986), pp. 856{869.[20] E. Sachs, A parabolic control problem with a boundary condition of the Stefan-Boltzmann type,ZAMM, 58 (1978), pp. 443{449.[21] J. P. Yvon, Controle optimal d'un four industriel, tech. rep., University of Paris, 1973.


